We deÿne a new logic-based query language, called DAC, which is an extension of Datalog. A DAC(w(n); h(n))(b(n))-program consists of a family of Datalog programs Pn such that w(n); h(n); b(n) bound the width of rules, the number of rules, and the recursion depth of any Pn, respectively. We exhibit queries which are not Datalog expressible but are DAC expressible. We also prove non-expressiveness results for DAC and we infer various strict hierarchies obtained by allowing more rapidly growing functions on the bound parameters.
Introduction
A Datalog program is an existential inductive deÿnition on a class of inite relational structures which deÿnes a monotone query computable in polynomial time. It has been shown in [4] that there are monotone PTIME-computable queries that are not Datalog expressible, for example the query that deÿnes on the class of graphs the existence of a path of length q 2 for some q. We observed that if we ÿx n, there is a Datalog program P n that deÿnes this query for the class of graphs of size n, and there is a PTIME-computable function g such that for each n, g(n) describes P n as a string. We will say that such a query is expressible by DAtalog Circuits and is in the class DAC. This class extends Datalog by allowing (i) non-constant (with respect to the size of the input structure) size of programs and (ii) an inÿnite sequence of programs P 1 ; : : : ; P i ; : : :, each P i deÿning the query on structures (or databases) of size i. Namely, program P n will give the answers whenever the size of the data domain is n. The family of programs P = {P n ; n ∈ N} will be called a DAC-program. The parameters of the program P n , now, are functions of n. We describe P n in terms of the number of rules-we call it height and denote it h(n)-, the maximum number of atoms in each rule-we call it width and denote it w(n)-, and the recursion depth-we call it bound of recursion and denote it b(n). Let DAC(w(n); h(n))(b(n)) be the class of queries that are accepted by such families of programs P = {P n ; n ∈ N}, with width in O(w(n)), height in O(h(n)) and recursion depth in O(b(n)).
Of particular interest is the class smDAC(1; poly)(log n) where the programs have constant width, polynomial height and log n recursion depth and are strongly monotone. This class subsumes (i) both the parallelism and logarithmic depth of the class mAC 1 (monotone AC 1 in [5] ) of queries accepted by positive circuits of polynomial size and log n recursion depth, and (ii) the strong monotonicity of Datalog. We ÿrst study the case of bounded DAC, i.e. the case when the recursion depth is bounded and then the case when the recursion depth is log n. Our main results are: Theorem 2.1. For any function h; smDAC(1; h(n))(1) coincides with Bounded Datalog. Theorem 3.2. The perfect square query: (i) is expressible in smDAC(1; n 12 )(log n); and (ii) is not expressible in smDAC(1; (log n) 1− )(log n); and (iii) is not expressible in Datalog.
The negative part of this last result is obtained by generalizing the pumping lemma of [4] for DAC-programs. We can then obtain strict hierarchies for DAC. Theorem 4.7. We have; for any i¿0; the strict inclusion: DAC(1; log log : : : log i times n)(log log : : : log i times n) ⊂ DAC(1; log log : : : log i−1 times n)(log log : : : log i−1 times n):
It is well known [4] that Datalog expressible queries are computed by polynomial size monotone circuits. The fragment of DAC that we investigate also expresses queries which can be computed by polynomial size monotone circuits. 3 DAC-programs that belong to this fragment are of interest, because they enhance largely the expressive power of Datalog, while being at most as expressive as polynomial size monotone circuits. DAC-programs allow for trade-o s between the width, the height and the depth of recursion, as illustrated in Example 1.1 below: Example 1.1. On a graph with a binary edge relation E, consider the transitive and re ective closure of E denoted by TC.
(i) TC is in DAC(1; log n)(log n). The following program P = {P n ; n ∈ N} which has constant width 2 and height 2k + 2 with k = log n , hence is in DAC(1; log n), deÿnes TC in recursion depth log n. Note that this argument shows directly that TC ∈ AC 1 ⊂ NC 2 , where NC and AC are the classical complexity classes (see [5] ). RC deÿnes the re ective closure of E and TC deÿnes the transitive and re ective closure of E. (ii) TC is in DAC(n; 1)(1). The following program P = {P n ; n ∈ N} which has width n and height 3, hence is in DAC(n; 1), deÿnes TC in recursion depth 2. 
RC(X; Y ) ← E(X; Y )
RC(X; X ) ← (iii) TC is in DAC(log n= log log n; 1)(log n= log log n). For any n, deÿne k(n) to be the least natural number such that: k(n) k(n) ¡n 6 (k(n) + 1) k(n)+1 . The following program P = {P n ; n ∈ N} which has width k(n) + 1, two IDB predicates and height 4 is in DAC(k(n); 1)(k(n)) and deÿnes TC in recursion depth k(n)+3. The result follows because k(n) is in O(log n= log log n). (Instead of k(n), we might also have deÿned k (n) by: k (n) = ln n = ln ln n .) (iv) Transitive closure is not in DAC(log n; 1)(1). Assume TC ∈ DAC(log n; 1)(1) and let P = {P n ; n ∈ N} ∈ DAC(log n; 1)(1) be a DAC program deÿning TC. Consider now the fringe (i.e. the sequence of labels of the leaves read from left to right, see Deÿnition 2.2) of a proof tree corresponding to a pair (X; Y ) in TC Pn (D n ): it consists of the sequence of atoms E(Z i ; Z j ) which form a path going from X to Y ; this can be proved by induction on the depth of the proof tree. The proof trees of pairs (X; Y ) in TC Pn (D n ) having depth at most k , and branching width at most c log n, their fringes will correspond to simple paths 4 of length at most (c log n) k ¡n; hence P n cannot capture, e.g. the transitive closure on a graph consisting of a single simple path of length n. (v) Note that TC is a strongly monotone query (see Deÿnition 2.7), and all our programs are strongly monotone; hence we have the ÿner results that TC is in smDAC(1; log n)(log n), smDAC(n; 1)(1) and smDAC(log n= log log n; 1)(log n= log log n).
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall the fundamentals, deÿne DAC-programs, show some of their properties and study bounded and strongly monotone DAC-programs. In Section 3, we consider the case of the chain queries, generalize a pumping lemma and use it to prove negative results showing that DAC-programs with low bounds on the parameters cannot express some chain queries. Finally in Section 4 we prove some hierarchy results for DAC-programs.
The deÿnition of DAC

Datalog
Let (R 1 ; : : : ; R k ) be a sequence of predicate symbols where each R i has an arity a i ∈ N. Let D be a ÿnite set; a database D over the domain D is a ÿnite relational structure D = (D; r 1 ; : : : ; r k ), with r i ⊂ D ai . The predicate r i is the interpretation of the predicate symbol R i ; for notational convenience we will denote both predicate r i and the corresponding symbol R i by the same letter R i . The sequence a = (a 1 ; : : : ; a k ) of arities of the R i 's is called the type of the database. R 1 ; : : : ; R k are called extensional predicates (or EDBs). We assume that inÿnitely many constant symbols d i are available in our language; constant symbol d i is interpreted as an element of D, which is also denoted by the same letter d i . If the tuple (d 1 ; : : : ; d ai ) is in R i , we say that R i (d 1 ; : : : ; d ai ) is a ground EDB fact of database D; the set of ground EDB facts of D is denoted by G(D).
In the sequel, D n , (or just D when n is understood from the context), will denote a database whose domain D has cardinality n. n is said to be the size of the database; D n will denote the set of databases D n of size n; the size here refers to the number 4 Recall that a simple path is a path with no loop, i.e. a path of the form E(X 1 ; X 2 )E(X 2 ; X 3 ) : : : E(X p−1 ; Xp) with X i = X j for any i; j such that i = j and i; j ∈ {1; 2; : : : ; p}.
of elements (entities) in the database, and not to the number of ground EDB facts, or tuples in the database. Let a database type a and an arity p be given; an arity p query Q associates with each type a database D a relation Q(D) of arity p over the domain D of D. Queries are supposed to be invariant under isomorphisms: namely, if
On a language consisting of the EDBs R where the Y i 's and the Y i; j 's are either variables or constants, Q is an intensional predicate in {T 1 ; : : : ; T l }, the Q i 's are either intensional predicates or extensional predicates. An atom (resp. ground atom) is a formula of the form Q(Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n ) where the Y i 's are either variables or constants (resp. constants).
A pair (P; Q) consisting of a Datalog program P together with one of its IDB predicates Q called principal predicate deÿnes a query: for any database D, Q P (D) is the set of facts about Q which can be deduced from D by applications of the rules in P. If no ambiguity can arise the query Q P will simply be denoted by Q. We will abide by the following notational convention: the principal predicate of P will be deÿned by the ÿrst rule(s) of program P.
Let D be a database, and let P be a Datalog program. The Herbrand basis of P relative to D is the set B of atoms deÿned as follows: In other words, T P; D (I ) 5 is the set of atomic formulas A, such that A ← A 1 ; : : : ; A n is a ground instance (i.e. an instance without variables) of a clause of P and, moreover, 5 T P; D is not the notation used in [6] where the ground EDB facts are considered as rules of the program, while here we need to distinguish them from the IDB facts. In the sequel, we will adopt a vector notation, and write Q(X ) instead of Q(X 1 ; : : : ; X k ) whenever this clariÿes the notations. A proof tree for the IDB atom Q(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) serves as a witness of a computation proving Q(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) from the rules of P. Formally, we have: Deÿnition 2.2. A proof tree for the IDB atom Q(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) is a tree whose root is labeled by Q(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ), whose internal nodes are labeled by IDB atoms, whose leaves are labeled by EDB atoms, and which is such that, if node v is labeled by S(X ), then the children of node v are labeled by Q i1 (X ;Ỹ 1 ); : : : ; Q ir (X ;Ỹ r ) where S(X ) ← Q i1 (X ;Ỹ 1 ); : : : ; Q ir (X ;Ỹ r ) is one of the rules of P deÿning S(X ). The fringe of a proof tree is the set of its leaves.
The fringe of a proof tree of Q(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) is called an expansion of Q(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) [4] . Example 2.3. For instance, consider the program P assuming the EDB E, the IDBs TC 0 and TC 1 and the principal predicate TC 1 ; let P deÿne the binary query TC 1 by the rules
A proof tree for TC 1 (X; Y ) whose fringe is E(X; Z) E(Z; Y ) is depicted in Fig. 1 . (ii) has as EDB predicates R i1 ; : : : ; R iN , and (iii) R(X ) holds if and only if R(X ) appears in e, i.e. R(X ) is one of the R ij (Ỹ j )'s for j = 1; : : : ; N . For instance, in Example 2.3, the database associated with the fringe E(X; Z) E(Z; Y ) has domain X; Y; Z, and relation E consists of exactly the tuples (X; Z) and (Z; Y ) on that domain.
DAC-programs
DAC-programs generalize Datalog and adopt concepts from the classical boolean circuits without negations (see [5] for circuits).
Deÿnition 2.5. The class DAC(w(n); h(n)) is the set of queries Q such that each query Q of arity a is expressible as follows:
1. There exists a family P of Datalog programs P = {P n ; n ∈ N}, each P n having a principal predicate Q n of arity a, and such that (i) Q n deÿnes Q on databases D n of size n, in other words
(ii) P n has width bounded by a function in O(w(n)), i.e. all rule bodies of the programs P n have at most O(w(n)) atoms, (iii) P n has height bounded by a function in O(h(n)), i.e. there are at most O(h(n)) rules in each P n . 2. There exists a PTIME-computable function f which, for any n given in unary notation, produces the program P n . Condition 2 is called the uniformity condition. If we assume that each IDB is deÿned by a ÿnite number of rules bounded by a constant k, then we may replace condition (iii) by the following weaker condition: there are at most O(h(n)) IDB predicates in each program P n . P = {P n ; n ∈ N} will be called a DAC(w(n); h(n))-program, or (in order to shorten notations) a DAC-program. Deÿnition 2.6. Let DAC(w(n); h(n))(b(n)) be the set of DAC(w(n); h(n))-programs having depth of recursion bounded by a function in O(b(n)). P = {P n ; n ∈ N} will be called a DAC(w(n); h(n))(b(n))-program, or in short a DACprogram with depth of recursion O(b(n)); in other words, the maximum depth of a proof tree of P n is b(n), i.e. T ∞ Pn; D = 06i6b(n) T i Pn; D for all D ∈ D n . Intuitively, for programs in DAC(w(n); h(n))(b(n)), all computations of the programs P n stop after at most b(n) recursive calls (b(n) is also called the stage function [2] ). Note that the bound b(n) is related to the depth parameter in circuits. A query is a DAC query, or is DAC expressible, if it is in DAC(w(n); h(n)) for some w; h.
Let DAC = (resp. Datalog = ) be the language obtained by adjoining a symbol = to our basic language DAC (resp. Datalog). A query is said to be expressible by a Datalog (resp. Datalog = ) Family of programs if condition 1 of Deÿnition 2.5 is veriÿed (resp. with P a family of Datalog = programs).
Monotonicity
A query is strongly monotone if it is preserved by adding elements to the database domain, adding tuples to the database EDB relations (i.e. it is monotone), and moreover, it is also preserved by possibly identifying elements of the database domain. 6 Datalog-expressible queries are strongly monotone [4] . We shall restrict our attention, here, in DAC queries which are strongly monotone.
We 
Deÿnition 2.7.
(1) A DAC-program P = {P n ; n ∈ N} with principal predicate Q is said to be monotone if for all n 6 m, for all D: Q Pn (D) ⊆ Q Pm (D). The monotone DACprograms will be denoted by mDAC.
(2) A DAC-program P = {P n ; n ∈ N} with principal predicate Q is said to be strongly monotone, denoted by P ∈ smDAC, if it is monotone, and moreover ∀n; m ∈ N with n 6 m:
The strongly monotone DAC-programs will be denoted by smDAC.
Intuitively, monotonicity means that the P n 's are preserved under extensions of the domain and the database, in other words if a 'small' program P n can prove the query Q, then a 'large' program P m can also prove Q. Strong monotonicity means that the P n 's are preserved under extensions of the domain and the database, and moreover, if for n 6 m, query Q can be computed on domain D n using the program P m , then it can also be computed using the program P n . In other words, a strongly monotone program is monotone, and moreover, if a 'large' program P m can prove the query Q on a 'small' database, then a 'small' program P n can also prove Q. See Example 2.10(2) and (3) for examples of monotone, not monotone and not strongly monotone DAC-programs. Note that the (strong) monotonicity of a DAC-program with principal predicate Q is a priori a notion di erent from the (strong) monotonicity of query Q; our terminology is however consistent because, on the one hand, it easily follows from Proposition 2.8 that a monotone DAC-program with principal predicate Q indeed deÿnes a monotone query Q, and, on the other hand (see Proposition 2.13), a DAC-program with principal predicate Q is strongly monotone if and only if the corresponding query Q is strongly monotone.
Proposition 2.8. If the DAC-program P = {P n ; n ∈ N} with principal predicate Q is monotone; then for all n 6 m; for all D; D :
Proof. P m is a Datalog program, hence it deÿnes a strongly monotone query and
Remark 2.9. If P is monotone with principal predicate Q, then for any database D m having m elements,
The following examples o er some more intuition on DAC queries: Example 2.10. (1) Consider a graph as a database D = {D; E} with a single binary edge relation E, and the query Q(x; y) = {(x; y) | there exists a path of length log n between x and y}.
This query is DAC(log n; 1)(1) but it is not Datalog expressible because it is not strongly monotone: indeed, let n = 2 k and let D n be a database of size n, then there may be a path of length log n = k between x and y, but if we collapse 2 points of D n , we obtain a database D n−1 of size n − 1 and there may no longer be a path of length log(n − 1) 6 k−1 between x and y. Because query Q coincides with the query Q 0 1 of Theorem 4.8, query Q is also DAC(1; log log n)(log log n).
(2) On the previous class of graphs with a single binary edge relation, 7 -parity is a non monotone DAC(1; 1)(1) query: take the trivial program that always accepts or always rejects according to the parity of n, -connectivity is not monotone, and it is not DAC expressible: the argument applied to show that it is not Datalog expressible (see [1] ) can also be applied to show that it is not DAC expressible. (3) Let k be a natural number. The query Q k deÿned by
is a monotone DAC(1; 1) query, deÿned by the DAC-program P k = {P k n ; n ∈ N} with
The symbol denotes the program consisting of a single clause, the empty clause; it ensures that, for n¡k, predicate Q k is false. P k is monotone DAC(1; 1) but not strongly monotone, since for n¡k 6 m,
7 Recall that parity (resp. connectivity) is the query Q which is true if and only if the domain D has an even number of elements (resp. is connected, i.e. for any d; d in D there exists a path from d to d ).
Note that query Q k is expressible in Datalog = , but it is not expressible in Datalog, because it is not strongly monotone.
General properties of DAC programs
Proposition 2.11. Every Datalog expressible query is in smDAC(1; 1)( poly). More precisely; if query Q is deÿned by a Datalog program having k IDB predicate symbols and m is the maximum arity of these IDB predicate symbols; then Q is in smDAC(1; 1)(kn m ).
Proof. Assume query Q is deÿned by Datalog program P with principal predicate Q; then query Q is also deÿned by the DAC-program P = {P n ; n ∈ N} where ∀n; P n = P. Because ∀n; m; P n = P m = P, P is strongly monotone (Deÿnition 2.7 (2)). Because all Datalog programs have ÿnite width and height, P ∈ DAC(1; 1). Finally, on a domain D n having n elements, if P has k IDB predicate symbols and m is the maximum arity of these IDB predicate symbols, there are at most kn m di erent IBD facts; hence all proof trees have depth at most O(n m ).
Proof. It is clear that Datalog ⊆ smDAC(1; 1)(f(n)) for some function f by Proposition 2.11. Conversely, let f be any function on the integers and let P = {P n ; n ∈ N} ∈ smDAC(1; 1)(f(n)); then, there exists a k such that all the programs P n have at most k rules of width k. There are at most N 0 distinct programs P n , P 1 ; : : : ; P N0 . If Q n is the principal predicate of P n for n = 1; : : : ; N 0 , let us construct a (uniform) Datalog program P that deÿnes the same query. We ÿrst rename the IDBs and variables of the P i 's, i = 1; : : : ; N 0 , to make them distinct so that the programs P i have disjoint sets of IDBs and variables. Let P be the Datalog program deÿned by:
. . .
P N0
P with principal predicate Q deÿnes the same query as P because
Let us check this set of equalities; let D n be a database, -there exists k6N 0 such that
• if k¿n, by the strong monotonicity of P; A ∈ Q n Pn (D n ).
It can be shown that strongly monotone DAC-programs correspond to strongly monotone queries. Proposition 2.13. (1) A strongly monotone DAC-program P = {P n ; n ∈ N} deÿnes a strongly monotone query.
(2) Conversely; if a DAC-program P deÿnes a strongly monotone query; then P is strongly monotone.
Proof. (1) Let Q be the principal predicate of P; P being monotone (Deÿnition 2.7(1)) the query Q is preserved by one-to-one homomorphisms; the query is also preserved by homomorphisms possibly identifying elements of the database domain: if h : D m → D n is such a homomorphism, letx be a tuple in D m , and letỹ = h(x) be its image in D n ; since P m is a Datalog program and all Datalog programs deÿne strongly monotone queries,
(2) Let Q be the strongly monotone query deÿned by the principal predicate of P; the monotonicity of P is clear. Let us check the strong monotonicity. Let D n be a database whose underlying domain D n has card D n = n elements; then Q(D n ) = Q Pn (D n ). Let m = n+p and construct D m by just adding p new elements (and no tuples) to D n ; these new elements are 'dummy' elements in the following sense: let h be a homomorphism collapsing all these new elements on one of the elements of D n , and letx be a tuple in D m , then, because P m is a Datalog program and is positive,
By the deÿnition of P n and P m ,
Let now h be a homomorphism collapsing all the p new elements on one of the elements of D n . By strong monotonicity,
by (2.1) and (2.2),
and by (2.4) and (2.3),
hence by (2.5) and (2.2),
and if we take forx a tuple in D n , thenx = h(x), whence the strong monotonicity of P.
Proposition 2.14. (i) Every query is expressible by a Datalog = Family of programs of polynomial width and exponential height.
(ii) Every monotone query is expressible by a Datalog Family of programs of polynomial width and exponential height.
Proof. (i) Let n be the boolean function on inputs of size n associated with a query Q on a class of ÿnite structures. Assume the maximum arity of the predicates of the class of ÿnite structures is p. Let us write a disjunctive normal form (DNF) for n depending on the boolean variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x i ; : : : ; x N ; N6n p where each x i is logically equivalent to an atomic formula R( j 1 ; : : : ; j k ); k6p (if the structure contains a k-ary relation R). For example on ÿnite graphs, there are n 2 propositional variables, one for each edge, and p = 2.
Suppose for example n = x 1 :x 2 :¬x 4 + ¬x 2 :x 3 :x 4 over the set of variables x 1 ; : : : ; x 4 . Introduce the new variables x 5 ; x 6 , where x 5 is ¬x 2 and x 6 is ¬x 4 . An equivalent boolean expression is
We then obtain a Datalog program P n of height 2 n and width O(n p ) in the worst case. The family P = {P n ; n ∈ N} deÿnes Q.
(ii) If the query is monotone, then the Datalog program P n is positive. Suppose it is not and let n be its DNF reduced form. Consider a monomial m with a negative variable ¬x k : on the boolean model where x k = 0; x j = 1 if j = k and x j occurs positively in m, Q is true. Consider the new boolean model obtained from the previous one by changing x k = 1. The query Q is now false, because n is in reduced form, contradicting the monotonicity of Q. Hence the DNF form is positive and the Datalog program is positive of exponential height and polynomial width.
The following proposition shows some trade-o between the parameters of a DACprogram.
Proof. The idea is to use a 'divide-and-conquer' strategy to replace each rule of width w by w − 1 rules of width 2: to simplify notation we will assume w = 2 n for some n in N; let r : Q(x) ← Q 1 (x 1 ) : : : Q 2 n (x 2 n ) r can be replaced by
. . . and we apply the same treatment recursively to Q 1 and Q 2 . Note that the number of arguments of the Q i 's can be O(w(n)).
A proof tree of depth one using a rule r of width w will thus be replaced by a proof tree of depth log w using rules of width 2; hence a depth b proof tree starting with rule r will be replaced by a depth b log w proof tree using the rules of width 2.
In other words, DAC allows for trade-o s between width, height and recursion depth: -Proposition 2.15 shows that a rule of width w(n) can be simulated by w(n) − 1 rules deÿning new IDBs of width 2 at the cost of an explosion in the number of arguments of the predicates; -similarly, recursion depth could be decreased at the cost of increasing the number of IDB predicates together with the number of arguments of the predicates.
Corollary 2.16. (i) DAC(w(n); 1)(1) ⊆ DAC(1; w(n))(log w(n)) and (ii) DAC(1; n)(n) * DAC(n; 1)(1).
Proof. (i) follows from Proposition 2.15, while (ii) follows from Example 1.1(i) and (iv), because transitive closure is in DAC(1; log n)(log n) but not in DAC(log n; 1)(1).
Intuitively, the above corollary asserts that width can be simulated by height (and number of IDB predicates), but that the converse is false.
Bounded and strongly monotone DAC
Let n be the number of elements (entities) in the database, and N be the number of ground EDB facts in the database; assuming every database has a ÿxed number p of EDB relations of maximum arity k, then N 6pn k and that implies O(log n) = O(log N ). Hence, as we are interested in computations of at most logarithmic parallel complexity, the complexity of computations, bounds, etc., can be evaluated with respect to n or N indi erently.
A DAC-program is said to be bounded if its depth of recursion is bounded by a ÿnite constant b, i.e. all proof trees of the programs P n have depth at most b, for all databases D n , and all n. (3)), which is monotone and bounded DAC, but is not Datalog, because it is not strongly monotone, and all Datalog expressible queries are strongly monotone (see [4] ).
(2) Conversely, Datalog * mDAC(1; 1)(1), this follows from the example of transitive closure which is Datalog and not even DAC(log n; 1)(1) (see Example 1.1(iv)). (ii) DAC(1; h(n))(1) is contained in bounded Datalog = .
Proof. (i) Clearly, smDAC(1; 1)(1) ⊇ bounded Datalog. Let us prove the reverse inclusion. Let P = {P n ; n ∈ N} be in smDAC(1; h(n))(1); assume to simplify that all P n 's have principal predicate Q. Let n 0 be the maximum depth of any proof tree. Consider the query Q(x); there are ÿnitely many di erent proof trees for Q(x) (see Deÿnition 2.2) each of which is of depth at most n 0 and there exists N 0 such that each of these proof trees has at most N 0 di erent atoms occurring in it. We will show that the query deÿned by (P; Q) is also deÿned by (P 0 ∪ P 1 ∪ · · · ∪ P N0 ; Q). The programs P i are all bounded for i = 1; : : : ; N 0 , hence there exist ÿrst order existential formulas ' i such that for i = 1; : : : ; N 0 , (P i ; Q) is deÿned by ' i .
We now prove that (P; Q) is deÿned by ' = i=1;:::; N0 ' i wherefrom it will follow that (P; Q) ∈ bounded Datalog. Let D n be a database;
, by boundedness, A has a proof tree having at most k6N 0 variables and constants, hence
• if k6n then by monotonicity (Deÿnition 2.7(1)), A is also deÿned by Q 'n (D n ).
• if n¡k then by strong monotonicity (Deÿnition 2.7(2)), A ∈ Q 'n (D n ).
(ii) The proof is similar to the one of (i). Let A = Q(x) be any query; there are a ÿnite number of di erent proof trees for A, let N 0 be the number of di erent elements (atoms, variables and constants) occurring in these proof trees. The programs P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P N0 are all bounded for i = 1; : : : ; N 0 , hence there exist ÿrst order existential formulas ' i such that for i = 1; : : : ; N 0 , (P i ; Q) is deÿned by ' i . Hence (P; Q) is deÿned = it will follow that P ∈ bounded Datalog = . Let D n be a database;
plies that card(D) = n¿k, and then by monotonicity (Deÿnition 2.7), A ∈ Q 'n (D n ) also.
Remark 2.18.
(1) The function h bounding the height of the program is not used in the proof of Theorem 2.1, hence h could be arbitrarily large.
(2) Trying to compare bounded Datalog and bounded DAC it seems that Theorem 2.1 cannot be improved.
-bounded Datalog coincides with strongly monotone bounded DAC, -bounded mDAC(1; 1)(1) * Datalog (cf. Proposition 2.17), -bounded mDAC ⊆ bounded Datalog = .
The expressiveness of DAC programs on chain queries
Queries deÿning paths on databases consisting of graphs are quite useful in separating various classes of DAC-programs. In Section 3.1 we state basic deÿnitions, in Section 3.2 we generalize the pumping lemma of [4] from the Datalog framework to the DAC framework; this pumping lemma will be used later on to prove nonexpressiveness results about DAC-programs; in Section 3.3 we study the perfect square query and state expressiveness and non-expressiveness results concerning this query (the latter using the pumping technique, see Theorem 3.2); in Section 3.4 we study the power-of-two query and state expressiveness and non-expressiveness results for the power-of-two query.
Deÿnitions
Let D n = (D n ; R 1 ; : : : ; R k ) be a database of type a = (2; : : : ; 2) on a domain D n . D n can be considered as a graph having n nodes, and k binary relations R 1 ; : : : ; R k , each one deÿning edges of a given color. We ÿrst give some useful deÿnitions.
• Paths-On a database, let = u 1 · · · u l be a path from x to y, i.e. a sequence such that for i = 1; : : : ; l, u i = (x i ; x i+1 ) ∈ R j for some j ∈ {1; : : : ; k} and x 1 = x, x l+1 = y.
With the path we can associate a database D( ) having domain D( ) = {x i | i = 1; : : : ; l + 1}, and EDB relations R j ( ) = {(x i ; x i+1 ) | u i = (x i ; x i+1 ) ∈ R j and u i occurs in }.
• Paths accepted by programs-Let be a path from x to y in a database D n and let = {P n ; n ∈ N} be a DAC-program with the principal predicate Q. Note that both and an expansion e of Q(x ; y ) can be considered as databases D( ) and D(e) (see Remark 2.4). is said to be accepted by the program if and only if there exists an expansion e of Q(x ; y ) and a homomorphism h : D(e) → D( ); recall that a homomorphism is a mapping h from D(e) to D( ) such that h(x ) = x, h(y ) = y, and ∀z; t, if R i (z; t) occurs in e then R i (h(z); h(t)) occurs in . there exist nodes x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x p−1 ∈ D such that:
; (x j−1 ; x j ) ∈ R ij for j = 2; : : : ; p − 1; (x p−1 ; y) ∈ R ip }:
In databases D n having a single edge relation R, a special case of chain queries assuming the following simpler form can be deÿned. (To simplify, we will denote the result of the query by Q instead of Q(D n ).) Deÿnition 3.19. Let f(x) be a strictly increasing function on the natural numbers. We deÿne the chain query Q f : Q f = {(x; y) | there is a path of length f(q) from x to y for some q ∈ N}:
Such chain queries are completely described by languages L ⊂ {R} * , or subsets of N: to the query Q f corresponds the language L f = {R f(q) | q ∈ N}, or the subset {f(q) | q ∈ N} of N. Note that chain queries are strongly monotone: they are clearly monotone, and if some elements of the database are collapsed, the edges connecting them are not deleted, but possibly give rise to cycles, hence the lengths of the paths are preserved.
We now deÿne a smDAC-program which we will use extensively in the rest of the paper.
Deÿnition 3.20. Let P 2 n = {P n ; n ∈ N} be the smDAC-program with principal predicate Q, where P n is deÿned by
Each Q i deÿnes paths of length 2 i in recursion depth at most O(i). P 2 n is a DAC(1; n)(n) program which can compute paths of length 2 i with i6n.
Example 3.21. Let P = {P n ; n ∈ N} be the smDAC-program deÿned as follows: each P n is obtained by adding to rules (3.7) -(3.9) of P n given in Deÿnition 3.20 the following rules P n
Each IDB Q i of P n deÿnes paths of length 2 i in recursion depth i. Moreover Q i1i2:::i k (X; Y ) or p l (X; Y ), where i 1 i 2 : : : i k is such that l = 2 i1 + 2 i2 + · · · + 2 i k 62 n , deÿnes paths of length l from X to Y , in recursion depth log l. Hence each query p l is in DAC(1; log l)(log l).
Program P has 2 n such IDB predicates p l and can deÿne all paths of length up to 2 n in recursion depth O(n). Hence P is in DAC(1; 2 n )(n). Consequently, we can deÿne all paths of length up to n by a DAC(1; n)(log n) program.
Pumping lemma
Let P be a Datalog program on database D = (D; R 1 ; : : : ; R k ) and let Q be the principal predicate of P. Consider the fringe e of a proof tree for Q(X; Y ) (see Deÿnition 2.2, Remark 2.4). A fringe e which is a path of the form R i1 (x; x 1 ) : : : R ip (x p−1 ; y) is called a word fringe and ! = R i1 · · · R ip is said to be the corresponding word over the EDB symbols; we say that word fringe e has a pumping string of length less than N if the corresponding word ! can be pumped in the sense of the context-free language pumping lemma, keeping the size l of the pumped part less than N , i.e. 0¡l¡N , and all the words obtained by pumping correspond to paths accepted by P. In [4] , the following technical result is proven: Lemma 3.22. Let P be a Datalog program accepting a path . There exists a natural number N (P); depending only on P; such that; if is longer than N (P); then has a pumping string of length less than N (P).
Proof (Sketch, see [4] for details): Let P be a Datalog program with the following parameters: is the number of IDB predicate symbols, w is the maximum arity of IDB predicate symbols, d is the maximum number of occurrences of IDB predicate symbols per rule, is the maximum number of EDB predicate symbols per rule. Let
and let be a path accepted by P. If is longer than N (P), then has a pumping string of length less than N (P). Moreover, if we assume that all other parameters except are bounded from above by c 0 and c = c We can extend Lemma 3.22 to smDAC-programs and we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.23. Pumping lemma-Let h(n) be a function on the natural numbers; assume that h(n) ∈ O(log n). Let P be a strongly monotone DAC(1; h(n))-program with principal predicate Q; and let f(i) be an increasing function on the natural numbers. If (P; Q) deÿnes the query Q f ; then there exist natural numbers i 0 and c such that for any natural number i¿i 0
where c is a function of the constant parameters of P.
Proof. For each P n of P, Lemma 3.22 holds and N (P n ) = c 1+h(n)c 0 = c2 ch(n) , where c 0 ; c ; c are constants of P (i.e., not depending on n). If h(n) ∈ O(log n), then N (P n )¡n.
Assume P accepts the query Q f , let n = f(x) and consider a database consisting of a simple path of length n. P n accepts path . Because has length n¿N (P n ), according to Lemma 3.22, has a pumping string of length less than N (P n ) = c2 ch(n) = c2 ch(f(x)) . Path can thus be pumped-and depumped, i.e. we can delete the pumping string. Hence P n also accepts the path obtained by depumping 9 . Because P is strongly monotone, we can guarantee that P n gives the right answer also if applied to databases smaller than n. Hence is also accepted by the query Q f , and thus has length f(x ) with x ¡x; hence x 6x − 1, and, because f is increasing,
We use this lemma to separate DAC families by showing that 'too small' programs cannot deÿne chain queries computing paths whose length grow 'too fast'.
In the rest of the paper, D n = (D n ; R) will be a database of type (2): D n will be viewed as a graph with n nodes and an edge relation R.
The perfect square query
In this section, we look at the classical perfect square query: we ÿrst show that it is expressible in smDAC(1; n 12 )(log n), and we then show (using the pumping lemma) that it is not expressible in smDAC(1; (log n) 1− )(log n) (Theorem 3.2).
Example 3.23. Let f(q) = q 2 (the perfect square query) then Q f is strongly monotone and PTIME; it is not Datalog [4] , but we will see later, as a consequence of Proposition 3.24, that it is smDAC(log n; n)(log n) (cf. Corollary 3.25).
Proposition 3.24. Let Q f be deÿned as in Deÿnition 3:19. Assume that; for any database D n on a domain D n of size n; if there exists a path of length f(q) between two elements x and y of D n ; then there exists a path of length f(q )6b(n)62
with moreover f(n) PTIME-computable. Then Q f is in the class DAC(1; 2 g(n) )(g(n)).
Proof. Let l = |b(n)| be the length of the binary representation of b(n); the program P of Deÿnition 3.20 is a DAC(1; l)(l) program in which the IDB Q i deÿnes paths of length 2 i in recursion depth i, for 06i6l; because |b(n)|¡g(n), P is also a DAC(1; g(n))(g(n)) program. Let j ; j = 1; : : : ; k(n) be the paths of length f(q )6b(n). Let l j be the length of path j . Note that k(n)6g(n) and l j 6g(n). Let P be the DAC-program obtained by adding to the program P of Example 3.21 the principal IDB predicate Q together with the rules Q(X; Y ) ← p lj (X; Y ) for j = 1; : : : ; k(n). Because l j is of the form 2 i1 + 2 i2 + · · · + 2 in j with i l 6g(n) for l = 1; : : : ; n j , program P is in smDAC(1; 2 g(n) )(g(n)); it accepts paths of length f(n) by combining paths of length 2 i for each bit i of the binary representation of f(n). Note that the deÿnition of IDB Q may need up to 2 g(n) rules.
So this means for instance that each Q f corresponding to an f(n) with |f(n)|¡ log n is expressible in smDAC(log n; n)(log n).
We will now show how to deÿne with DAC two queries which are not expressible in Datalog, the perfect square (or perfect pth power) query and the 2uery.
Corollary 3.25. The perfect square query Q f = {(x; y) | there is a path of length q 2 f rom x to y f or some q ∈ N} is smDAC(log n; n)(log n).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.26 that, if a directed graph with n nodes has a path from x to y whose length is a perfect square, then it has such a path of length polynomial in n, and more precisely of length less than n 12 ; hence we can apply the above Proposition 3.24 with b(n) = n 12 and, the length of the binary representation of n 12 is clearly in O(log n).
From Proposition 2.15 we can deduce that Q f is also smDAC(1; log 2 n)(log n × log log n). We can also prove the following:
Theorem 3.2. The perfect square query (i) is expressible in smDAC(1; n 12 )(log n); (ii) is not expressible in smDAC(1; (log n) 1− )(log n) for ¿0; and (iii) is not expressible in Datalog.
We ÿrst state two lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. The idea of the proof is to note that, if a directed graph with n nodes has a 'long' path from x to y whose length is a perfect square, then it also has a 'short' path of length a perfect square l with l 6b; hence it su ces to ÿnd all paths of length a perfect square l 6b to answer the query.
Lemma 3.26. Let D n be a graph with n nodes. Let X and Y be two nodes. Assume there is a path from X to Y whose length is a perfect square l 2 ; then there is such a path of length l 2 ; with l 6n 6 .
See [4] for the proof. By Lemma 3.26, it su ces to ÿnd all paths of length l 2 , with l 6n 6 to answer the query: 'there is a path from X to Y whose length is a perfect square'. Deÿnition 3.27. Deÿne the IDB Q by the following smDAC-program P pf = {P pf ; n ; n ∈ N} where P pf ; n has principal predicate Q, and is deÿned by
Lemma 3.28. If the predicate p l is deÿned by a DAC(1; h(n))(f(n)) program and accepts paths of length l; then the predicates p ql deÿned in program P of Example 3:21 accept paths of length ql in recursion depth at most f(n) + O(log n); hence Q accepts paths of length l 2 for l6n 6 by a DAC(1; n 12 + h(n))(f(n) + log n) program.
Proof. Q accepts paths whose length is a perfect square l 2 , with l6n 6 ; there are n 12 IDB predicates p ij , and n 12 rules deÿning the IDB predicates p ij in terms of the IDB predicates p i ; each p ij computes paths of length ij from paths of length i and j in recursion depth at most O(log n). Finally, P has size 2, has O(sup(n 12 ; h(n))) IDB predicates deÿned by O(n 12 + h(n)) rules and has recursion depth at most O(f(n) + log n).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (i) Putting together the programs P pf (see Deÿnition 3.27) and P (see Example 3.21), Q deÿnes all paths of length a perfect square on a domain having n elements in recursion depth at most O(log n): this follows from Lemmas 3.28 and 3.26; moreover P has O(n 12 + n 6 ) IDB predicates deÿned by O(n 12 + n 6 ) rules. Hence perfect square is in DAC(1; n 12 )(log n). Non-expressibility follows from [4] for (iii) and from Lemma 3.23 for (ii): indeed,
Remark 3:29, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.25 also hold for the perfect pth power query Q f = {(x; y) | there is a path of length q p from x to y for some q ∈ N}:
The power-of-two query
We now study the Q exp query, namely the query deÿned in Deÿnition 3.19, where exp(x) = 2
x . We ÿrst state our main result, the rest of the section will be devoted to its proof. q from x to y is not in DAC(1; (log n) 1− )(log n). (ii) Assume D n is a size n database containing loops of lengths i 1 ; : : : ; i k with k 6 n; k ÿxed. The perfect power-of-two query Q exp (x; y) is in DAC(1; poly)(log n).
Proof. (i) For non-expressibility of Q exp , we argue as in Theorem 3.2. Because of the pumping lemma of [4] , this query is not Datalog; the pumping lemma (Lemma 3.23) for DAC-programs shows that this query is not in DAC(1; (log n) 1− )(log n) either. Condition (ii) follows from a construction which will require the following subsections and its proof will be given at the end of Section 3.
Preliminary lemmata
Notation 3.30. A sequence (k n ) n∈N is said to be eventually periodic if and only if there exist positive numbers r and M such that: ∀n¿M k n = k n+r : The period of the sequence is r. The periodic part of the sequence is the set {k M ; k M +1 ; : : : ; k M +r−1 } and its non-periodic part is the set {k 0 ; k 1 ; : : : ; k M −1 }. If M = 0 the sequence is said to be periodic.
Lemma 3.31. Let (k q ) q∈N be the set of the 2 q 's modulo i; for q ∈ N. The sequence (k q ) q∈N is eventually periodic; with period less than i. Moreover; the non-periodic part of the sequence is of length less than log i; i.e. the periodic part starts no later than the ÿrst q satisfying 2 q ¿ i.
Proof. Clearly, the sequence of the 2 q 's modulo i, for q ∈ N is periodic after some time; the di culty is to show that the periodic part starts no later than the ÿrst q satisfying 2 q ¿ i. Note ÿrst that for i odd, by Euler's theorem, there is a number 0¡ 6 i such that 2 ≡ 1 (mod i) (in fact = (i) is the number of natural numbers less than or equal to i that are relatively prime to i); since (2 0 mod i) = 1 the whole sequence of the 2 q 's modulo i, for q ¿ 0, is periodic in this case.
Assume now i is even, let i = 2 a g with g odd. Since g is odd, the same as above applies, which amounts to the non-periodic part being of length at most a, i.e. the 2 q 's modulo i for q ¿ a form a periodic sequence. (Observe that 2 (g) ≡ 1 (mod g), and that if r is the remainder of the division of 2 q by i = 2 a g, then 2 q = 2 a+q and r = 2 a r , with r being the remainder of the division of 2 q by g.)
We now recall a useful lemma [4, 7] . Recall that g | c denotes that g divides c. Proposition 3.33. If a directed graph with n nodes has a path of length 2 q ; q¿0 between two nodes x and y; then there exists q 6 2n such that there is a path of length 2 q between nodes x and y.
Proof.
(1) Note ÿrst that, if there exists a path of length c between two nodes x and y of a domain having n nodes, then either it is a simple path (then c6n implies q 6 log n), or there exists a simple path of length c 0 between the nodes x and y, and simple cycles (at least one) of lengths 
has a solution which is a positive natural number; since k and all the i j 's are less than n, the latter condition is ensured as soon as c ¿ 2n 3 . We are now looking for the shortest path of length 2 q between two nodes x and y of a directed graph with n nodes, knowing that there exists a path of length c = 2 q between these two nodes. By points (2) and (3) above, it su ces to ÿnd a q such that 2 q ≡ c (mod g), and 2 q ¿ 2n 3 ; by Lemma 3.31 above it su ces to look at all the 2 i 's, with 2n 3 6 2 i 6 2 g × 2n 3 to be ensured to ÿnd an i with 2n 3 6 2 i ≡ c(mod g). Hence, there exists a path of length 2 q , with 3 log n + 1 6 q 6 g + 3 log n + 1 6 n + 3 log n + 1 6 2n.
Theorem 3.4. The query Q exp is in DAC(1; n)(n).
Proof. Let P exp = {P exp; n ; n ∈ N} where P exp; n is the program P 2 2n of Deÿnition 3.20. The principal predicate is deÿned by the 2n rules Q(X; Y ) ← Q i (X; Y ), for i = 1; : : : ; 2n. P exp; n deÿnes all paths of length a power of 2 on a domain having n elements: this follows from the fact that, if there exists a path of length 2 q between two elements of a domain having n elements, then there exists a path of length 2 q with q 6 2n, as shown in Proposition 3.33. Hence P exp is in DAC(1; n)(n). Proof.
There exists a path of length 2 q from X to Y if and only if one of the following 2 cases holds: -either Case A: 2 q 6 n, which coincides with (i); -or case B: 2 q ¿n, hence the path must contain loops; let us assume these loops are of lengths i 1 ; : : : ; i k . Let us show that case B ⇔ (ii). Case B ⇒ (ii): If case B holds then there exist x 1 ; : : : ; x k ¿ 0, there exists l 6 n such that j=1; :::; k i j x j +l = 2 q . Let g = gcd(i 1 ; : : : ; i k ), we have n¡2 q = l+ j=1; :::; k i j x j = l+ g( j=1; :::; k i j x j ). Note that the path of length l 6 n is not necessarily a simple path. Hence, l ≡ 2 q (mod g) ≡ m (mod g); by Lemma 3.31, because g 6 n¡2 q ; m∈{k M ; : : : ; k M +r−1 } is in the periodic part of the sequence of the 2 q 's modulo g, (ii) thus holds.
(ii) ⇒ Case B: it holds that (ii) ⇒ for some q such that 2 q (mod g) is in the periodic part of the sequence of the 2 q 's modulo g:
) is already in the periodic part of the set of (2 q mod g)'s there exists q large enough to ensure 2 q ¿ j i j i j+1 and 2 q ≡ 2 q ≡ l ≡ m (mod g), hence by Lemma 3.32, there exist x j such that j i j x j = 2 q − l; -if k¡k , since m = (2 q mod g) is already in the periodic part of the set of (2 q mod g)'s, there exists q large enough 2 q ¿l and 2 q ≡ 2 q ≡ l ≡ m (mod g), and we are back to the previous case.
We will now 'improve' the program P exp into a program P 1 in DAC(1; n 2 )(log n). This program P 1 will be designed in such a way that Lemma 3.36 will ensure that P 1 does deÿne the Q exp query.
A simple case: all loops have the same length
We assume ÿrst that D n is a size n database, where all loops have the same length i. We deÿne some auxiliary IDB predicates.
-p l (X; Y ): there exists a length l path from X to Y , p l is deÿned by clause (3.10) in the program P of Example 3.21 -c i (Z): there exists a length i cycle including
i k consider the program P remainder; i deÿning the principal predicate R j i (X; Y ), whose meaning is: 'there exists a path having length p = ki + j for some k between X and Y ':
(remainder is j) (3:11) for 0 6 j ¡ i; and 1 6 l 6 i:
The intuition is as follows: P j i (X; X 1 ) means that there exists a path of length p = ki+j, with p 6 n and j 6 i, from X to X 1 . This enables us to divide p by i and get the remainder in j and this is done by rules (3:12)-(3:14) which repeatedly subtract i from p: e.g. whenever we have P i i (X; X 1 ), i.e. we have a length ki path from X to X 1 , rule (3:14) sets P 0 i (X; X 1 ), which boils down to subtracting i from p repeatedly.
To be clearer consider the following database pictured in Fig. 2 . So in P j i (X; X 1 ); X; X 1 will be instantiated by a; x 1 ; path intersects the length i loop going through b.
Rule (3:12) computes the length of the path from X to Y in recursion depth at most O(log n). Rule (3:14) repeatedly subtracts i from the length p of the path from X to Y in 1 step. So, Eqs. (3:12), (3:14) and (3:11) compute the remainder j = (p mod i) in recursion depth at most k + 1 6 n if p = ki + j; Eqs. (3:11)-(3:16) thus need recursion depth O(k), with k = n=i for computing paths of length up to n; because for p 6 n; 1 6 k 6 n, Eqs. (3:11)-(3:16) thus need recursion depth O(n) for computing paths of length up to n . The path doubling Eq. (3:15) introduces a 'divide-and-conquer' strategy to perform the subtractions in parallel, and hence adding Eq. (3:15) yields termination of P remainder; i in recursion depth at most O(log n) for computing paths of length up to n.
The program P 1 will be designed by putting together -Program P 2 log n of Deÿnition 3.20; program P 2 log n is a DAC(1; log n )( log n )-program which can compute paths of length 2 q 6 n (corresponding to case (i) of Lemma 3.36).
-Program P 2 , corresponding to case (ii) of Lemma 3.36; program P 2 will consider all possible lengths i for the loops, the predicate OK l i (X; Y ) will intuitively mean: there is a path of length l mod i from X to Y intersecting a length i loop; note that it su ces to consider the intersection of the path and of one loop: because all loops have the same length, if the path intersects several loops, it su ces to go several times through the ÿrst loop only. P 2 = {P 2 n ; n ∈ N} has principal predicate S and is deÿned by P 2 n = {P remainder; i ; 1 6 i 6 n} ∪ P log n ∪ P 2 n . P log n consists of rules (3:7)-(3:9) of program P 2 log n of Deÿnition 3.20. We deÿne P 
Considering again the database pictured in Fig. 2 , rule (3.18) can be applied with X; Y; Z instantiated by a; c; b.
Lemma 3.37. The above program P 1 ; with principal predicate Q; deÿnes the query Q exp in O(log n) recursion depth.
Proof. By Lemma 3:36 P 1 is correct because only one of two cases can occur, and in both cases, it su ces to consider paths of length at most n:
(i) in case (i) of Lemma 3:36, program P 2 log n computes 2 q in recursion depth O(log n), (ii) in case (ii) of Lemma 3:36, predicate Q of P 2 n computes 2 q in recursion depth O(log n). Theorem 3.5. For databases such that all loops have the same length; the Q exp query is in DAC(1; n 2 )(log n).
Proof. Let i be the common length of all loops; note that there are n possible values for i, and for each i at most i possible values for m in (3.17); hence there are n 2 IDBs in program P 2 ; because program P 2 log n has O(log n) IDBs, there are O(n 2 ) IDBs altogether.
General case
Assume now that the database D n is a graph having n nodes and loops 10 of lengths i 1 ; : : : ; i k ; : : :; a length p path from X to Y can be decomposed into a simple path of length l from X to Y plus x 1 times a length i 1 loop, : : : ; x k times a length i k loop, hence p = l + j=1; :::; k x j i j . We will use this simple remark. Proof. Such a path exists i we are in either case (i) or (ii) of Lemma 3:36; in case (i), P 2 log n gives the answer in recursion depth O(log n); in case (ii), the IDB Q deÿned by the program P general given below gives the answer in recursion depth O(log n). P general = {P g; n ; n ∈ N} where P g; n is deÿned by for each set {i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i k }; g = gcd(i 1 ; : : : ; i k ) and j ∈ K g , with 1 6 i 1 ¡i 2 ¡ · · · ¡i k 6 n, Q(X; Y ) ← OK j i1;:::;i k (X; Y ) (principal predicate) P 0 g (X; X ) ← for each j; l; g with 0 6 j ¡ g; and 1 6 l 6 g:
where p l is deÿned by clause (3.10) in the program P of Example 3.21. For j; j ∈ {0; : : : ; g − 1} and m = ((j + j ) mod g), let us deÿne 
Proof of Theorem 3.3(ii).
If there are at most k loop lengths i 1 ; : : : ; i k ; k ÿxed, in the database, then we will have at most n k+1 IDBs OK i1;:::; i k hence the result.
A hierarchy of DAC programs
We exhibit exponential and sublogarithmic strict hierarchies. We ÿrst deÿne a query which will be used for proving strictness of one inclusion. 
An exponential strict hierarchy
Theorem 4.7. We have; for any i¿0; the strict inclusion:
DAC(1; log log : : : log i times n)(log log : : : log i times n)
⊂ DAC(1; log log : : : log i−1 times n)(log log : : : log i−1 times n):
Proof. Note that for i = 1 the above inclusion is reduced to DAC(1; log n)(log n) ⊂ DAC(1; n)(n). To simplify notations, we give the proof for the case i = 2, namely we prove that the following strict inclusion holds: DAC(1; log log n)(log log n) ⊂ DAC(1; log n)(log n); by showing that the query Q 0 is in DAC(1; log n)(log n), and is not in DAC(1; log log n)(log log n).
(1) We have n = 2 i1 +2 i2 +· · ·+2 i k with i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i k natural numbers and 0 6 i 1 ¡i 2 ¡ · · · ¡i k 6 log n, hence 0 6 i 1 ¡i 2 ¡ · · · ¡i k 6 log n .
Let P = {P n ; n ∈ N} be the DAC-program deÿned by Each Q i deÿnes paths of length 2 i in recursion depth at most O(i). Moreover Q 1 (X; Y ) = Q i1i2:::i k (X; Y ) deÿnes paths of length n from X to Y , in recursion depth l with log n 6 l 6 2 log n : the lower bound log n is reached when n is of the form 2 p and the upper bound 2 log n is reached when n is of the form 2 p − 1. Hence the query Q 0 is in DAC(1; log n)(log n).
(2) Query Q 0 is not in DAC(1; poly)(log log n) and a fortiori not in DAC(1; log log n) (log log n): the fringes of the proof trees of any DAC-program P in DAC(1; poly) (log log n) have length at most (log n) k , hence can deÿne simple paths (see footnote 4) of length at most (log n) k . But on a graph consisting of a single simple path of length n from x to y, query Q 0 (x; y) will be true; because the only path from x to y has length n, this path cannot be captured by P (the fringes of the IDBs of P have length at most (log n) k ). For the general case, let n 0 = n; n i = log n i−1 for i¿0. For proving the strictness of the inclusion DAC(1; n i )(n i ) ⊂ DAC(1; n i−1 )(n i−1 ), we will consider query Q i−2 : Q i−2 = {(x; y) | there is a path of length n i−2 from x to y}. The proof is similar.
Lemma 4.40. For any ÿxed k and i; and n large enough; (i) DAC(n; poly)(log i−1 n) ⊆ DAC(1; poly)(log i n),
(ii) DAC(n k ; poly)(n i−1 ) ⊆ DAC(1; poly)(n i ).
Proof. By Proposition 2.15, DAC(n; poly)(log i−1 n) ⊆ DAC(1; poly)(log i n), and similarly, DAC(n k ; poly)(n i−1 ) ⊆ DAC(1; poly)(n i−1 k log n) ⊆ DAC(1; poly)(n i ).
Corollary 4.41. The following inclusions hold:
(i) DAC(1; poly)(log i−1 n) ⊆ DAC(log k n; poly)(log i−1 n) ⊆ DAC(n; poly)(log i−1 n) ⊆ DAC(1; poly)(log i n)
(ii) DAC(1; poly)(n i−1 ) ⊆ DAC(n; poly)(n i−1 )
⊆ DAC(n k ; poly)(n i−1 ) ⊆ DAC(1; poly)(n i ):
Sublogarithmic polylog strict hierarchies
In between any two levels of the exponential hierarchy of Theorem 4.7, we can squeeze a strict polynomial subhierarchy, namely Theorem 4.8. Let n 0 = n; n i = log n i−1 for i¿0; i.e. n i = log log : : : log Consider the query: Q 1 1 = {(x; y) | there is a path of length log n log log n from x to y}. We can prove that Q 1 1 is in DAC(1; n 2 2 )(n 2 2 ) = DAC(1; (log log) 2 n)((log log) 2 n): by a construction similar to the one in Theorem 4.7, it is easy to build a program in DAC(1; log log n )( log log n ) which accepts the query: Q 0 1 = {(x; y) | there is a path of length log n from x to y}. Iterating this construction log log n times, we will obtain a program whose principal predicate deÿnes Q 1 1 in recursion depth l 6 2 log log n 2 . By considering fringes of proof trees for simple paths, we can show as in the proof of Theorem 4.7 (2) , that Q 
Conclusion
We introduced the class DAC of queries deÿnable by a class of Datalog programs with various restrictions on the width, height and depth. We ÿrst showed that bounded smDAC(1; h(n)), for any h, coincides with bounded Datalog and studied the class DAC(1; poly)(log n): it contains many natural queries which are not Datalog expressible.
We then proved non-expressiveness results for the class DAC(1; (log n) 1− )(log n) with the pumping technique and we inferred various strict hierarchies. In view of the recent result showing the strictness of the monotone NC i hierarchy (see [8] ), we conjecture that the corresponding hierarchy for DAC is also strict, namely that we have the strict inclusions: ∀i ∈ N; DAC(1; poly)(log i−1 n) ⊂ DAC(1; poly)(log i n).
DAC-deÿnability of queries may turn out to be interesting in practice: we can compute transitive closure by a DAC-program of recursion depth log n=log log n as opposed to the classical log n (see Example 1.1(iii)) and other gains may be possible for other queries.
